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Having just acquired a 2008 Mini 

Cooper 1.6 petrol, one of my 

regular customers was pretty happy with 

her purchase and bought it along for me 

to have a look at. It was a bargain buy 

and she was pleased with the feel of the 

motor.

 Her delight soured a little when 

she got to me and I went to have a 

look at the engine, as I opened the 

bonnet a small cloud of steam escaped. 

I could see the disheartened look on 

her face. Reassuring her that this may 

not be serious, I had a closer look at 

the area the steam was coming from, 

and saw that it was from around the 

thermostat housing. The large plastic 

unit was leaking around the seal, and 

I knew from past experience that once 

these housings begin to leak, they are 

either distorted or cracked and the only 

answer is to fit a new unit.

 The owner agreed and accepted 

that even after paying for the new 

housing, the motor was pretty good 

value and she was happy with the 

purchase.

One of the points which 

I am always trying to 

put across to customers, is 

that a tight handbrake is not 

always ideal. Many of my 

older customers appear to like 

the handbrake to pull up at 

only three notches. That may 

have been ok many years ago, 

but with a caliper operated 

handbrake, there needs to be 

travel.

 If the cable is too tight, one 

of the consequences can be that the automatic 

adjustment mechanism in the caliper will fail to 

operate correctly, and the handbrake efficiency 

actually decreases. The other consequence can 

be as on this 1997 Rover 620 Si auto, that the 

brake can bind.

 The owner who liked a nice tight 

handbrake, had adjusted the cable up himself 

to give the short travel he desired, he had at 

the time ensured that the rear wheels were not 

binding, but what he didn’t account for was 

the shortening of the handbrake cable when 

the Rover was fully occupied.

 Whenever there were three passengers 

in the vehicle, the body dropped slightly and 

the handbrake cable tightened. So as he 

went on his way, he was unaware that the 

nearside brakes were binding slightly. When 

he stopped and smelt the burning brake 

material he asked me to have a quick look.

 The surface of the brake pads had 

been burnt, and I recommended a new set 

of pads. After fitting them, I completed the 

job by correctly adjusting the handbrake. 

Hopefully, he will not carry out his own 

adjustment this time.

The housing is quite tricky to access and it is 
always best to fit a new unit to prevent any 
further issues

Getting on in years, the owner of this 

2003 Mk IV VW Golf was having 

increasingly difficulty pulling up the 

handbrake, and was thinking this was just 

down to his age and he was now losing 

his strength. When I got in the motor and 

tried pulling the handbrake up I reassured 

him that the problem wasn’t his strength, 

but a very sticky handbrake cable.

 The Golf has two cables one for each 

side and it is of course advisable to replace 

both, this will not only ensure that the 

handbrake pulls up evenly, but also that 

the other side won’t also fail in a couple of 

months’ time.

 The job should be quite straight 

forward and once the centre console is 

removed, the handbrake end of the cables 

is easily accessible. The problem on this 

one is normally getting the outer cable 

detached from the tube guiding the inner 

cables that runs from the back of the 

vehicle to the handbrake.

 The nylon end of the cable can take 

quite a bit or persuasion to come away 

from the aluminium tube.

With new cables fitted the handbrake 
was smoother and the owner could 
now operate it without trouble

MINI Cooper - Leaking coolant
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Hot brakes

White patches on the brake pads are a sure sign of overheating 
and that the pads need to be changed

VW Golf - Hard 
Handbrake
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